Keep Your Mind to the Pavement & Grind
Regardless the forecast or agenda, everyday should be humility driven, pleasant and internally profitable.
As a society individually and collectively we must reset our mindsets and purposes back to the essence to find,
rekindle and uncover that jewel within. It is a fact everyone and everything in this life is flawed like diamonds,
gold and any other precious jewel that derive or are found in filthy conditions.
For starters we can rekindle the process of achieving our individual and collective goals and dreams by simply
remaining humble, teachable and respecting the next individual’s dreams as we want the world to
acknowledge and respect our own individual dreams.
Speaking directly to the streets it is okay to possibly talk through differences before one is forced to live with
regrets. Also as individuals and as a society it is okay to greet the next person who has done absolutely
nothing to you with pleasantries and respect.
My personal opinion or perception may be respected by some but not as much by others, however what is
factual win or lose the battle I have never met one killer during my penitentiary or naval travels that felt he or
she has ever won the war. In these cold streets we cannot continue to reside in a pot of anger as a society
where our choices outweigh our options of winning not just for self, but most importantly for all.
The magnitude, power and swag of international conversations and actions can never be truly understood if we
never leave the block. To make myself extremely clear I am not speaking indirect to any ill definition the
government has attempted to label the streets or the hood. In addition I am not anti-government or antiAmerica. I am a proud American that loves my country dearly. I love the freedom of voice, choices and
opportunities in which we stand for regardless my shortcomings. However coming from the bottom we can
longer afford the geographical mindsets in light of the bigger pictures of success and networking.
It is important to note every great leader followed and continues to follow to be a far greater leader today than
one was yesterday.
Never be afraid to think for yourself. Remain more of a student of life than you desire to be a leader which will
ultimately cater to your acceptance and respect from afar from generation after generation.
How can we assist one another to graduate the block?
To be incarcerated with no criminal history, never seen a judge, etc., is more of an alarming issue than those
actually incarcerated.
If one has an alleged criminal history such as myself undoubtedly the process to achieve becomes a little bit
tougher, nonetheless the process is doable.
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